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INTRODUCTION

AIMS

Certain authors consider CVS as a variant of the
headache/migraine, due to a disorder of the brain gut
axis. In DAO enzyme deficiency, histamine is not
removed and accumulates, causing various disorders,
being the most common and disabling migraine
headaches. The consumption of certain histamine rich
foods (proteins and fats) may be associated with these
symptoms.

Determine values in blood of the DAO enzyme in
CVS patients. Assess its evolution after prescription
of a low fat and protein diet.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Interventional prospective descriptive study in CVS patients. We determined the DAO value and dietary interview was
realyzed. All of them recieved fractional and low fat and protein diet ( fat <30% TC and protein <12%TC) and dietary
counseiling, as well as specific pharmacological treatment where necessary. Patients with low and intermediate DAO
values, were supplemented with (DAOSIN®/MIGRASIN®: 1-3 capsules/day). Low DAO values<40 HDU/ml; Intermediate
DAO values 40-80 HDU/ml; normal DAO values >80 HDU/ml.

RESULTS
 11 patients presented vomiting and migraines .
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 After the nutritional support with low fat, a fractional diet and DAO supplementation, we found a drastic reduction of
the crisis:
reduction of 100% in patients with vomiting and migraines, and crisis reduction of 70% CVS patients.
We observed correct adherence to dietary advice provided in all patients.

CONCLUSIONS
In CVS patients low fat and protein diet must be recommended. DAO supplementation may improve their
follow-up.
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